A Direct Sensor to Measure Minute Liquid Flow Rates.
Nanofluidics finds its root in the study of fluids and flows at the nanoscale. Flow rate is a quantity that is both central when dealing with flows and notoriously difficult to measure experimentally at the scale of an individual nanopore or nanochannel. We show in this letter that minute flow rate can be directly measured accumulating liquid over time within the compliant membrane of a commercial piezoresistive pressure sensor. Our flow rate sensor is versatile and can be operated independently of the nature of the liquid, flow profile, and type of nanochannel. We demonstrate this method by measuring the pressure-driven flow of silicon oil in a single nanochannel of average radius 200 nm. This approach gives reliable measurement of the flow rate up to 1 pL/min. Unlike other nanoscale flow measurements methods based, for instance, on particle tracking, our sensor delivers a direct voltage output suitable for nanoflow control applications.